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What is the NDA?



Various sources, years and methodologies: Economic insight, Oxford Economics, Ekos

• Sellafield provides ~58% of all jobs in Copeland (directly & indirectly)
• Regionally significant in Caithness and North West Wales
• Dounreay major tail off in employment

Sites Employment Estimated GVA
local

Sellafield 44,000 £1.2bn (local)

Magnox 2,800 £208m (local)

Dounreay 1,900 £68m (local)

Most NDA sites are in rural, coastal and remote locations

Overall economic impact



How do we consider our approach to socio-economics?

The Energy Act (2004) gave the NDA a socio-economic role, 
recognising the importance of delivering the 
decommissioning programme in a socially responsible way.

• We consider the impact of decommissioning on our sites through 
considering:

• What are the opportunities decommissioning creates and how do you 
maximise benefits for local communities?

• What are the negative impact of decommissioning and how do you 
mitigate against these?

• Degree of dependency and what new opportunities do you need to 
create as decommissioning reduces?



Outcomes sought

Decommissioning provides business opportunities and a 
platform for diversification 

• Strong local economies in West Cumbria and other NDA sites with strong local labour markets 
and strong local supply chain

• This encourages local competition for decommissioning work (core NDA business), but also 
more opportunities in other markets (other sectors and other geographical regions etc 
international).

• Smart co-investment by NDA businesses with public and private sector partners in:
• Skills
• R&D 
• Business support
• Infrastructure
• Local town regeneration

• Should lead to positive spillover effects and more economic growth in West Cumbria, 
Northern Scotland, NW Wales and other NDA sites around the country. 



The levers we have for socio-economic impact

The NDA’s 
“business as 
usual” 
activities have 
considerable 
positive
socio-economic 
impact, but we 
have means to 
increase this:

• Well established grant programme (~£15m per year)
• Aligned with local authority and other local economic regeneration
• Supports diversification of local economy (eg green energy, tourism, manufacturing)
• Aligned with levelling up agenda and taking an active role as responsible employer 

with declining workforce.
• Partly additional money and partly pooling community benefit due to local 

community under planning rules (community investment levy, s106 of Town and 
Country Planning Act)

• Procurement
• New post-Brexit opportunities
• Wider policy eg outsourcing playbook and social value act
• More competitive supply chain supports decommissionings objectives as well as 

wide HMG policy
• Social value and wider economic consideration in business decisions 

• Reuse of land and other assets
• Skills/employment link to wider nuclear agenda
• R&D&I – applied research with export potential in Cumbria, Northern Scotland and 

other locations
• Moving activity off our sites to increase productivity also unlocks other 

opportunities



Our Principles for Grant Funding

• Local - Our projects need to reflect local priorities. This means we need to work in 
partnership with local organisations. 

• Evidence - Decisions need to be made on the basis of clear evidence of need or 
opportunity and also evidence that projects can be delivered. We need to work 
with partners to help develop good quality projects, helping them access our 
expertise and knowledge. 

• Governance - Our budgets are funded by the taxpayer, so we need to maintain 
robust governance systems.

• Outcomes - Our focus is on making a long-lasting positive social, economic or 
environmental benefit. Our resources will be allocated on the basis of clear 
expected outcomes that reflect need/opportunity.  Actual performance against 
targets will need to be robustly monitored and reported upon.



Examples of grant funded projects



More examples from 2018/2019

• Resilient Economies - - Menter Môn Morlais West Anglesey Demonstration Zone -
45-year lease from The Crown Estate for 35km2 of seabed, for the Morlais
Anglesey Demonstration Zone. NDA funding will support a two year consent and 
licencing process. (NW Wales)

• Thriving Communities - Leiston Long Shop - Awarded over three years – preserve 
local to improve the overall visitor experience and increase visitor numbers. Part 
of the project is to develop new educational packages and encourage the 
community to become actively involved. (East of England)

• Sustainable Incomes - STEM Gogledd - increase the take up of and attainment in 
STEM subjects amongst 11-19 year olds in North West Wales. The project will 
develop a bespoke STEM Hub to complement mainstream services supported by 
STEM coordinators and mentors. 

• Thriving Communities - Envision - A three-year Community Apprenticeship for 
disadvantaged young people. This project will reach 120 students each year and 
create mentoring opportunities for several businesses in the Bristol area, to the 
benefit of 10 local charities each year.



Procurement 

• The increasing emergence of Social Value, i.e. maximising the positive 
social, economic and environmental impact achieved as a result of 
procurement, employment and investment activity, has begun to 
transform the way businesses in the UK and globally operate. 

• In Public Procurement Notice 06/20, the Cabinet Office has now 
stated that it expects a minimum 10% weighting in tender awards for 
social value. 

• This presents a significant opportunity to drive value for our local 
communities.

• The NDA spends ~1.9 billion per year through its supply chain 



NDA – Social Value

Procurement is just one piece of the puzzle – we can drive Social Value through many 
different aspects of our activities delivering benefits to our local communities: 

Land Reuse

R&D

Skills

Sustainability

Property
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